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ABSTRACT

In the past few years, research in the domain of network-
on-chip has been concentrated on application-specific ap-
proaches. These approaches are design-time parame-
terized approaches and, however, do not consider run-
time configuration of different network-on-chip parame-
ters, which are hard to predict in early design stage.
Network-on-chip architectures must be adaptive, for exam-
ple, by rerouting at runtime traffic from congested area or
by dynamically changing link’s bandwidth. The objective
is to efficiently use the ressources by dynamically recon-
figuring the network-on-chip according to the user and/or
system requirements. In this paper, a decentralized system
inspired by the immune system for autonomic network-on-
chip is introduced. The immune system has a useful set
of organizing principles, such as self-configuration, self-
optimization, and self-healing principles, that can guide
the design of autonomic network-on-chip.

KEYWORDS: System-on-Chip, Autonomic NoC,
Adaptive approaches, Bio-inspired techniques, Im-
mune system.

1. INTRODUCTION

Network-on-chip (NoC) has been recently proposed for
System-on-Chip (SoC) applications design. The NoC in-
frastructure is the combination of various elements (e.g.,
switches, links) and protocols (e.g., routing, switching) that
determine the communication architecture and modes. In
open environments, with the rising need for on-demand
services, a high degree of self-management and automa-
tion is required in NoC infrastructures. NoC must be en-
hanced by adaptive capabilities such as self-configuration,
self-optimization, and self-healing. For example, NoC el-
ements must be able to change the traffic route at runtime
in order to efficiently avoid the faulty areas or hotspots.

Therefore, a autonomic NoC infrastructure that provides
these self-* features is required.

Self-* features have been mainly studied to develop large
and adaptive distributed systems [2, 20, 21, 29, 35]. Fur-
thermore, this is in part the aim of autonomic computing,
which was an IBM initiative to deal with IT servers com-
plexity [14] by developing systems that mange themselves.
As described in [17], autonomic computing focuses on cre-
ating computer systems that manage themselves accord-
ing to an administrators goals. Autonomic systems should
be designed with adaptive capabilities, which are Self-
configuration, Self-healing, Self-optimization, and self-
Protection, to deal with an unpredictable environment such
as user’s behavior or system changes.

Self-* capabilities have been seen in natural and biologi-
cal systems and have inspired many researches to develop
autonomic systems. In other words, biological and natu-
ral systems have been exploited in a variety of computa-
tionally systems and been perceived as an efficient system
model for developing autonomic systems [2, 4, 6, 20] and
reconfigurable/evolvable hardware [25, 28, 32] with self-*
capabilities.

In this paper, BNoC, a Bio-inspired architecture inspired
by biological immune system is introduced for autonomic
NOCs. Biological immune system could allow the design
of autonomic NoCs with promising self-* capabilities. The
objective is to implement these capabilities within the sys-
tem to adapt to environmental changes and the dynamics
of its computing elements. BNoC could react like an im-
mune system against pathogens that have entered the body.
It detects the infection (i.e., applications behavior or sys-
tem state changes) and delivers a response to eliminate it
(i.e., adapt to changes). The aim of this paper is to high-
light how the principles of biological immune system can
be incorporated into the design of autonomic middleware
for NoCs.



The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In
section 2, we present approaches mainly proposed for au-
tonomic NoC architectures. Section 3 presents an overview
of biological immune system. In section 4, we present a
bio-inspired architecture for autonomic NoCs. Section 5
presents some preliminary simulation results. Conclusions
and perspectives are given in section 6.

2. RELATED WORK

Several approaches have been proposed for autonomic
NoCs and can be classified into two main categories, adapt-
able approches and adaptive approches. Adaptable ap-
proches are generally tailored an application domain or
a specific application by providing an application-specific
NoC. All parameters, such as the on-chip interconnect ar-
chitecture (i.e., topology), routing and switching schemes
are defined at design time [23]. Adaptive approaches, how-
ever, provide techniques that allow NoCs to autonomously
modify its structure and their behavior during the course of
their operation (i.e., in runtime). Recently, there has been
a great deal of interest in the development of adaptive ap-
proches for autonomic NoC.

Adaptive approaches can be classified based on level
in which the adaptivity is done, at the application-
layer by, for example, re-mapping the application, at the
communication-layer by, for example, dynamically switch-
ing between packet and circuit switching scheme, or/and
at architecture-layer by, for example, changing links band-
width. At the infrastructure layer, the performance and the
efficiency of the NoC are highly depend on the On-chip in-
terconnect. Switches constitue the active component that
influences on the latency and the throughput. For exam-
ple, designing efficient switches with minimum buffer size
represents a critical issue for the success of the NoC de-
sign [3]. Links are components that transport data between
switches, efficient allocation of their capacity, decreasing
their length or increasing their number may increase the
performance of SoC applications.

On-chip interconnect configuration, bandwidth allocation,
and buffer minimization are three main issue that should
be addressed when designing and carrying out autonomic
NoC. For example, a NoC architecture, called ReNoC (Re-
configurable NoC), is proposed in [27] to enable the net-
work topology to be configured by the application running
on the SoC architecture. More precisely, the topology can
be customized for the application that is currently running
on the chip, including long links and direct links between
IP cores. The NoC architecture viewed by the application
as a logical topology built on top of the real physical ar-
chitecture. To create this application-specific topologies,

ReNoC combines packet-switching and circuit-switching
in the same topology switch. This makes it possible to
create application-specific topologies in a general NoC-
based SoC platform. The evaluation studies showed that
the power consumption was decreased by 56% when con-
figuring an application specific topology, compared to the
static 2D mesh topology.

An approach, called 2X-Links, is proposed in [11] to al-
low links to change at runtime its supported bandwidth on-
demand. Links capacity are not design-time parameterized
but can adapt at runtime depending on the current traffic.
More precisely, a runtime observability infrastructure an-
alyzes the communication architecture and self-adapts de-
pending on the monitoring traffic on when and how a cer-
tain switch should be configured for a certain transaction.
This approach was evaluated using real-time multi-media
and the E3S application benchmark suits and reported re-
sults show that 2X-Links provides a higher throughput and
high fault tolerance.

A technique, called Blind Packet Switching (BPS), has
been proposed in [12]. In this technique, buffers of the
switch ports are replaced by simple latches and every latch
can store one flit. Therefore, buffer control logic has been
removed. Furthermore, latches do not store the flits while
packets are blocked because they work as repeaters by
storing a flit during a clock cycle. The reported results
showed that this technique improves the performance while
reducing the area and power consumption. A flow control
technique, called ViChaR, is proposed in [22] to improve
buffering efficiency by dynamically adjusting the depth and
number of virtual channels based on network traffic.

An approach was proposed in [1] to allow NoC to dynam-
ically configure itself with respect to the switching modes
with the changing communication requirements of the sys-
tem at run time. The main objective of this approach is
to provide low latency, low power, and high data through-
put. This approach is decentralized because the decision
to switch between packet and circuit switching scheme is
made at router level. Therefore, the system continues per-
forming its functions in the presence of node failure. Sim-
ulations were conducted and results were reported to show
that this approach use resources efficiently compared with
traditional approach wherein all decisions are made at de-
sign time.

An approach to switch between deterministic and adap-
tive routing based on the network’s congestion conditions
is proposed in [15]. This approach is based on Odd-Even
routing algorithm [7] and combines the advantages of these
two techniques by proposing a technique called DyAD,



from Dynamically switching between Adaptive and De-
terministic modes. A routing approach, called dynamic
XY (DyXY) routing, is proposed in [19] to avoid pack-
ets to be forwarded to congested switches. By monitoring
the congestion status in the proximity, routing decisions
made efficiently limiting a packet to traverse the network
only following one of the shortest paths between the source
and the destination. Analytical models based on queuing
theory and simulations are conducted to compare DyXY
with static routing and odd-even routing algorithm for a
2D Mesh architecture. Reported results showed that DyXY
outperforms these algorithms by achieving better perfor-
mance in termes of latency.

A dynamically-allocated VC approach with congestion
awareness is proposed in [18]. This approach extends deep
VCs at low traffic rate in order to reduce packet latency,
while it increases VC number and avoids congestion sit-
uations to improve throughput in high rate. Simulations
are conducted and results showed that at different injection
rates or traffic patterns this dynamic allocation approach
provides 8.3% throughput increase and 19.6% latency de-
crease on average.

A hierarchical agent-monitored network-on-chips was pro-
posed in [24] to provide diagnostic services to the system
against failures or errors. Based on the performance pro-
vided, the agents will decide on an optimal improvement
mechanism, either replacing the poor functioning process-
ing element, or adding more processing elements, or speed-
ing up the circuits. In this approach, the agents are imitat-
ing the adaptive behaviors observed in biological systems.
They autonomously adjusted the system performance at
their own level. Higher level agents in their turn are super-
vising over lower level agents. The objective of their work
is towards developing an autonomic NoC with self-* capa-
bilities into component level and strengthen self-design and
fault-tolerance aspects.

3. AN OVERVIEW OF IMMUNE SYSTEM

In this section, we describe the structure of the immune
system from a biological perspective and introduce the in-
nate and adaptive immune systems. The immune system
defends the body against harmful diseases and infections
[4, 26]. Once pathogens enter the body, they will be han-
dled by two subsystems, the innate and the adaptive im-
mune system, which work together to achieve this task.
The innate and adaptive immune system are produced pri-
marily by leukocyte cells. Among the several different
types of leukocytes, there are phagocyte and lymphocyte
cells. The phagocyte cells are the first line of defense for
innate immune system. They engulfs the pathogen and

present it to adaptive immune system. More precisely, the
innate immune system hosts defence in the early stages
of infection through nonspecific recognition of a pathogen
and inhibits the adaptive immune response by activating T-
Cells.

The adaptive immune system primarily consists of lym-
phocytes that circulate through the body in the blood and
lymph system. There are two categories of lymphocytes,
the T-cells and B-cells. The role of T-cells is to potenti-
ate the immune response by the secretion of specialized
factors that activate other cells to fight off infection. The
major function of B-cell is the production of antibodies
in response to foreign antigen. The main characteristics
of adaptive immunity are specific recognition of pathogen
leading to the generation of pathogen specific response.

After producing the immune response, a feedback is intro-
duced to the tissue to induce healing and to the immune
system itself to modify the structure and future behavior of
both its adaptive and innate arms [8]. Therefore, the im-
mune response is formulated a posteriori by the immune
system in response to the cumulative experience of the im-
mune system in dealing with the body (the self) and with
the world (the foreign).

Another mechanism proposed by Jerne in [16], called im-
mune Network theory, in which B-cells are not isolated but
form an idiotypic network for antigen recognition. These
cells both stimulate and suppress each other in certain ways
that lead to the stabilization of the network [9]. Two B-
cells are connected if the affinities they share exceed a cer-
tain threshold, and the strength of the connection is directly
proportional to the affinity they share. In this model, T-
cells help is never a limiting factor for B-cell proliferation
or production of antibodies.

Another model was proposed in [34], called second gener-
ation immune system in which the activation of B-cells is
explicitly dependent on co-operation with activated T-cells.
The production of the antibodies by the B-cells mediates id-
iotypic interactions between them, and control their induc-
tion. In fact, circulating antibodies are the only inhibitory
influence on T-cells activation and growth. A bounded dy-
namics of the T-cell activity can be achieved if and only if
their receptors are integrated into the idiotypic network.

The biological immune system has several features and or-
ganizing principles that can be exploited to develop auto-
nomic systems [13]. The immune system can be seen as
a massively parallel architecture with a diverse set of cells
and organs, which are distributed throughout the body but
can communicate using chemical signals. There is no cen-



tral control, the multitude of independent cells work to-
gether resulting in the emergent behavior of the immune
system. The immune system is multilayered and each layer
operates in concert with all the other components to provide
defense-in-depth. The immune system evolves to adapte
and improve the overall system performance.

Immunological principles and functionalities from com-
putational viewpoint have been applied in many domains
[9, 13, 36, 37]. For example, in [33, 36], an interesting
model inspired by the natural immune system to monitor
resources and services in distributed networks was pro-
posed. The author has suggested that an intelligent net-
work with self-organizing and emergence capabilities can
react like the natural immune system against pathogens
that have entered the body. The mapping is the follow-
ing, pathogens (i.e., virus) correspond to user requests
and immune responses correspond to request resolutions.
More precisely, each user request is considered as an attack
launched against the global network. The intelligent mid-
dleware detects the infection (i.e., user request) and delivers
a response to eliminate it (i.e., satisfy the user request).

4. BNoC ARCHITECTURE

By analogy to the biological immune system (BIS), BNoC
can be seen as a logical system hierarchy of layers, sys-
tem layer, communication layer, and PE layer. BNoC can
be viewed as an immune system in which the OCI corre-
sponds to the lymph and blood network, immune cells cor-
respond to software components or agents, body cells cor-
respond to NoC components (i.e., PEs). As in BIS, BNoC
operations imply a suite of functions performed by a feder-
ation of interacting components or agents. Structural fea-
tures of the application to be maintained are represented
as antigens to be cleared, while its behavioral features are
represented as signals. The immune response against the
antigen corresponds to the techniques selected to adapt to
the behavioral/structure of the application. The mapping
between these functions and organizing principles can be
seen in Tab. 1.

Immune System BNoC
Tissue NoC
Body cells PEs
Lymph/blood streams OCI
Immune cells Components/agents
Antigens Tasks/system status
Immune response Adapt to changes

Table 1. The Mapping between Immune System and
BNoC

At each level, monitoring and supervising mechanisms are
required to inhibit the corresponding self-* feature. Using
the micronetwork stack model, the self-* capabilities can
be defined as follows (see Fig. 1). This allows higher level
components to allocate and supervise tasks of lower level
agents. These lower level agents monitor the local PEs and
adapt to the task’s behavior. They also report the changes
made at this level to the higher level agents.

Alike immune system, three type of agents are considered,
P-agents, T-agents, and B-agents. At application layer, in-
nate immune components must be self-configuring. Alike
phagocyte cells that engulf the pathogen into antigens and
present them to adaptive immune system (T-Cells), the P-
agents analyze the application requirements, decompose it
into tasks, and map them by presenting them to correspond-
ing T-agents. Furthermore, the P-agents, should dynami-
cally adapt to changes in the environment such dramatic
changes in the system characteristics or user behavior by
deploying new tasks or the removal of existing ones. This
dynamic adaptation helps ensuring continuous operation of
the application under unknown circumstances.

Figure 1. The Micronetwork Stack Functions with
Self-* Capabilities

At the communication layer, similar to T-cells, located in
Thymus, to coordinate and regulate B-cells activation, T-
agents are regional monitor to allocate and schedule the
work of B-agents by selecting required routing/controlfolw
technique and configuring the network within the region. T-
agents have the self-healing capability, which allows them
to discover, diagnose and react to disruptions such as dead-
lock. This can occur, for example, when a group of flits
are blocked and cannot make progress because the flits are
waiting for one another to release buffers or channels. In
these situations, T-agents monitor and transmit metrics of



congestion throughout to the other T-agents to be aware of
network hotspots, and therefore avoid them by selecting
another route. For example, based on the changing com-
munication requirements of the system, T-agents can dy-
namically switching between packet and circuit switching
scheme.

At the architecture layer, similar to B-cells that are lo-
cal monitors and change their behavior to adapt to the
antigen behavior, B-agents implement various techniques
for resources tuning such as buffer allocation and band-
width adaptation. In other words, B-agents have the
Self-optimizing capability that allow them to automatically
monitor and tune resources with the objective to increase
the performance while lowering area and energy consump-
tion. For example, based on the predicted traffic, the num-
ber of the active virtual channels can be adjusted to reduce
in the buffer power consumption.

5. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we present the simulation results using a
specified target application. We analyze particularly the
delay bound experienced by data flows sent by the PEs and
the buffer size because it constitutes a dominant part of the
NoC area as pointed out in [3, 5, 10]. In the simulation, the
application is represented as communicating parallel pro-
cesses already mapped into PEs. Each process is linked
with a traffic generator that injects flits according to the
CBR methods [30, 31].

The behavior changes of the application is modeled by
increasing or decreasing injection rate. The self-healing
mechanism is developed to allow for some sources/sinks,
represented by B-agents, to switch from packet-switching
to circuit switching in order to adapt to the application be-
havior. By monitoring and controlling dataflow on a feed-
back basis of B-agents which monitor switches queues, if a
buffer is about to overflow (greater that a fixed threshold),
then T-agents inform the B-agent source and B-agent sink
of this traffic to establish, for example, a circuit to avoid the
hotspot, similar to affinity link or relationship in immune
system.

To illustrate the benefit of the establishment of affin-
ity links, i.e., using packet and circuit switching tech-
niques in same configuration, we consider the WK on-
chip interconnect as a case study (see Fig. 2). The cores
(c6, c8, c11, c15) are randomly selected to be sources and
the cores (c1, c5, c10, c11, c12) considered as sinks are se-
lected according to the following communication locality
principle in which 25% of the traffic takes place between
neighboring cores and 75% of the traffic is uniformly dis-

tributed among the rest.

Figure 2. WK On-chip Interconnect: ci, si, and fi are
Cores, Switches, and Data Flows

Fig. 3 illustrates the average buffer size required for zero
flits drop under different injection rates. As the injection
rate increases the buffer size increases because the network
becomes more congested with heavy traffic and therefore
more space is required to store flits. With only packet
switching (PS), a higher buffer size is required compared
with merging both packet and circuit switching (CS/PS).
When adding a circuit between s6 and s10 the traffic is
routed through this circuit and the buffer size of the switch
s5 and s10 is decreased.

Figure 3. Average Buffer Size before (PS) and after
Adaptation (CS/PS)

Fig. 4 shows the average end-to-end before and after adding
a circuit. In this figure, the average delay increases linearly
as the injection rate increases. When increasing the injec-
tion rate, the network becomes more congested with heavy
traffic. Buffers become full causing more flits to wait and
so the average latency increases. In this figure, PS shows a
high latency compared to the PS/CS because adding a cir-
cuit between s5 and s9 decreases the number of hops for
the traffic flow f3 and so the average delay decreases.



Figure 4. Average Delay before (PS) and after
Adaptation (CS/PS)

6. CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES

This paper gave an overview of state-of-the-art regarding
the autonomic NoC approaches. Approaches proposed in
the literature are classified as adaptable or adaptive. In
adaptable approaches, all parameters/protocols are opti-
mized/selected at design-time targeting a specific appli-
cation. In adaptive approaches, the adaptation is under-
taken while the system is in operation. In another words,
the adaptation process is running continuously to evolve
the system and make adaptive to changes in the environ-
ment. A BNOC middleware inspired by immune system
was also introduced to support the adaptive capabilities,
which are self-configuration, self-optimization, and self-
healing. These adaptive capabilities can provide the core
scheme to develop autonomic NoC at the three levels of the
micronetwork stack model. The objective of this paper is
to show that how to incorporate innate and adaptive immu-
nity into the design of autonomic NoC. Some preliminary
results are presented to show the benefits of using adaptive
approaches, but more investigations are required and con-
stitue our ongoing work.
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